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The clasaification of homotopy types of finite polyhedra is a classical and fundamental task

of topology. Here we mean a classification by minimal algebraic data which for example

allowa the explicit computation of the number of homotopy types with prescribed

homology. The main result on thia problem in the literature ia due to J.B.C. Whitehead

(1949) who classified (n-l)-eonnected (n+2)--dimenaional polyhedra. In this paper we

consider the next step concerning finite (n-l)-eonnected (n+3)--dimensional polyhedra. In

the stable range, n ~ 4, they are classified by the following decomposition theorem, see

(3.9).

Theorem: Eaeh /ini te (n-l)-connec ted (n+3)-dimens i ona l po lyhedron X,

n ~ 4, admits a homotopy equivalence

where the right hand side is a one point union 0/ indecomposable co~

p l exes whi eh is uni que up to permu ta ti on. Jloreover a comp l e te l is t of

these indecomposable complexes is given b'1l the corresponding spheres

and lIoore-spaces 0/ cyc l i ~ groups ll./pk, p prime, and by the comp l exes

X(w), X(W,~) wh i eh are in l-l-correspondence to speci al words, see (3.1).

Such words as we II can be descri bed by graphs as in Figure 2.

Far example the real projective 3--space IRP3 has the stabilization

n-l
E (IRP3) :: Sn+2 v M{1l./2,n) where M{Y./2,n) is a Moore space while

~ 1 1
E (lRP4) :: X{l ~ ) is an indecomposable complex given by the special ward 1e.

Considering the homology of indecomposable complexes one for example gets the
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Corollary: Let n ~ 4 and let X be an (n-1)-eonneeted (n+3)-dimensional

finite polyhedron with Betti numbers ßj(X). If

2 < ßn(X) + ßn+1(X) + ßn+2(X) + ßn+3(X) or if Hn+1(X) eontains the

di ree t sum 01 two eye li e groups then X is deeomposab l e.

A further application is the following

Example: There are exactly 4732 simply connected homotopy types X which have the re-

duced homology groups (n ~ 4)

71/4 fB 71/4 fB 71

71/8 fB 71

ft.(X) = 71/2 fB 71/4 fB Y.
1

Y.

o

, i = n

I j = n+1

, j = n+2

, i = n+3

otherwise

The example indicates that a homotopy type is not nearly determined by its integral homo

logy. Still the Whitehead theorem shows thai the homology is the basic homotopy invari

ant of a simply connected polyhedron X. Therefore one wants to represent the homotopy

type of X directly in terms of a suitable natural algebraic structure on the homology of

X. Such a structure was obtained in 1949 by J.B.C. Whitehead for l--eonnected 4-dimen

sional polyhedra [39], [41] and later also for (n-1)-connected (n+2)--dimensional polyhe

dra, n ~ 3, see [40]; it was used by Chang [6], [7] for the computation of the corresponding

indecomposable polyhedra. Since then various authors studied the classification of

(n-1)--eonnected (n+3)--dimensional polyhedra, n ~ 4, in terms of primary and secondary

cohomology operations, see [8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14],[31],[36]. The classifyjng data still

remained intricate. The proof of the decomposition theorem above ia based on a new kind

of invariant which simplifies the algebraic representation considerably:
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Classification theorem (see (4.10)): Let n ~ 4. Then the homotopy types 0/

(n-l)-connected (n+3)-dimensiona l po lyhedra are in 1-1 correspondence

to the isomorphism classes 0/ stable A;-slistems, see (4.7).

The restriction of this result to (n+2~mensionalcomplexes isliterally Whitehead's clas

sification in [42] which is the easy part of the theorem; the main new feature in A;-flys

tems ia the 'boundary invariant' ß.

Finally we remark implications of our results for manifolds. Each (n-l)-eonnected

(2n+3)--dimensional compact manifold M, n ~ 4, admits a homotopy equivalence M ~ Cg

where C is the mapping cone of a map
g

2n+2 .
g : S ---i Xl v".v Xm = X.

Here X ia a one point union of indecomPQsable complexea Xi as in the decomposition

theorem. For n ~ 5 this one point union has the additional property that the space X is

self dual with respect to Spanier-Whitehead duality, see [33]. Since the dual of X ia given

by DXI v." v DXm, self duality of X means that DXl'".,DXm ia apermutation of

X1,... ,Xm. This can readily be checked by the determination of dual complexes in (3.10).

The authora would like to acknowledge the support of the Max-Planck-Institut für

Mathematik, Bonn.
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§ 1 Tbc decomposition problem in renresentation theory and topology

Let ~ be a eategory with an initial object * and a.Bsume sums, denoted by A Y B, exist

in .Q. An object X in Q is decomposable if there exists an isomorphism X ~ A Y B in

Q where A and B are not isomorphie to *. Whence an object X is indecomposable if

X ~ A v B implies A ~ * OI B ~ *. A decomoosition of X is an i80morphism

(1.1) X ~ Al v .•. v An' n < CD,

in Q where Ai is indecomposable for all i E{l,... ,n}. The decomposition of X is unigue

if B1 v ... Y Brn ~ X ~ Al v... v An implies that m = n and that there ia apermutation

(T with B (T. ~ Ai for all i. A morphism f in Q ia indecomposable if the object f is in-
1

decompoaable in the category ~ (Q). The objects of .f.!!! (Q) are the morphisms of Q

and the morphiSIDS f -+ g in ~ cru are the pairs (a,ß) of IDorphism in Q with

ga = {3f. The sum of f and g is the morphism f v g = (i1f,i2g). The decomposition R!Qh

lern in g can be described by the following task: Find a complete list of indecomposable

isomorphism types in g and describe the possible decompositions of objects in Q! We

now consider va.rious examples and solutions of such decomposition problems. These ex

amples originated in representation theory and topology.

First let R be a ring and let g be a full category of R-modules (satisfying some finite

ness restraint). The initial object in C ia the trivial module 0 and the sum in Q is the

direct SUffi of modules, denoted by Me N. With respect to the decomposition problem for

modules in Q Gabriel states in the introduction of [21]:

"The main and perhaps hopelesa purpose of representation theory ia to find an efficient

general method for constructing the indecomposable objects by means of simple objects,
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which are supposed to be given fl
• Various resnlts on such decomposition problems are out

lined in [21]. In this paper we shall use only the following examples.

(1.2) Example: For R ="'D. let ~ be the category of finitely generated abelian groups. In

this case the indecomposable objects are well known; they are given by the cyclic groups 71

and "'D./pi where p is a prime and i ~ 1.

(1.3) Example: Let k be a field and let R be the quotient ring R = k<X,y>/(X2,y2).

Here (X2,y2) stands for the ideal generated by X2 and y2 in the free associative alge

bra k<X,y> in the variables X and Y. Let ~ be the full category of R-modules which

are finite dimensional as k-vector spaces. C.M. Ringel [30] gave a complete list of indecom

posable objects in g. These objects are characterized by certain words which are partially

of a siInilar nature as the words used in §2 below.

(1.4) Example: In topology we also consider graded rings like the Steenrod algebra and

graded modules like the homology or cohomology of aspace. Let R = 21 be the mod p. p

Steenrod algebra and let k ~ O. We consider the category ~ of all graded R-modules H

for which Hi is a finite "'D./p-vector space and for which Hi = 0 for i < 0 and i > k. It

is a hard problem to compute the indecompos&ble objects of ~j only for k ~ 4p - 5 the

answer is known by the work of Henn [22]. In fact, Henn's result is highly related to the

result of Ringel in (1.3) abovej to see this we consider the case p = 2. The restriction

k ~ 3 then impliea that the 212-module structure of H is completely determined by SQl

and SQ2 with SQlSQl = 0 and SQ2SQ2 = O. Whence, forgetting degrees, the module H

is actually a module over the ring 71/2 <X,Y>/(X
2

,y2) with X = SQl' Y = SQ2 and

such modules were classified by Ringel.
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*Next we describe the decomposition problem of homotopy theory. Let ~ /t;::!, be the

homotopy category of pointed topological spates. The set of morphisma X --+ Y in

* *~ / t;::!, ia the set of homotopy classes [X,Y]. Isomorphisms in ~ /:=: are called homo-

topy equivalences and isomorphism types in 1Jrß.*I:=: are homotopy types. Let ~ be the

*full subcategory of Top /:=: consisting of (n-l)-eonnected (n+ k)-dimensional CW-eom-

plexes, the objects of ~ are also called A:-polyhedra, see [40]. The suspension E gives

us the sequence of functors

(1.5) k E k k E kAl --+ A2 --+ ... --+ A --+ A +1 ----i ••.-=. c:z. c:z.n c:z.n

which ia the k--stem of homotopy categories. The Freudenthal suspension theorem shows

that for k + 1 < n the functor E: ~ --+ ~+1 is an equivalence of categories; moreover

for k + I = n this functor is full and a 1 -1 correspondence of homotopy types. We say

that the homotopy types of ~ are~ if k + 1 ~ n, the morphisInS of ~,however,

are stable if k + 1 < n. The computation of the k-stem is a classical and principal prob

lem of homotopy theory which, in particular, was studied for k 5 2 by J.B.C. Whitehead

[39], [40], [42]. The k-stem of homotopy groups of spheres, denoted by ~n+k(Sn), n ~ 2,

now is known for fairly large k; for example one can find a complete list for k 5 19 in

Toda's book [35]. The k-stem of homotopy types, however, ia still mysterioUB even for very

small k. The initial object of the category ~: ia the point * and the SUffi in ~ ia the

one point union of spaces. The suspension E in (1.5) carries a SU.ID to a sum and

E :~ ---t ~+l yields a 1-1 correspondence of indecomposable homotopy types for

k + 1 Sn. As in the case of modules we use a finitenesa restraint, we consider the decom

position problem only for finite (or equivalently compact) CW--eomplexes. Therefore we

introduce the full subcategory FA~,

(1.6)
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consisting of (n-l)--connected (n+k)-dimensional CW-complexes with only fintely many

cells. The following results on the decompoaition problem in FA: are known. Reca.ll that

a Moore space M(A,m) is a simply connected CW-complex with homology groups

HmM(A,m) ~ A and ttiM(A,m) = 0 for i =F m. The sphere Sm is a Moore space

M(ll,m) and M(71/k,m) ia the mapping cone of the map kl.: Sm --+ Sm of degree k.

The elementary Moore spaces of FA~ are the spheres Sm, n :5 m ~ n+k, and the Moore

apaces M(ll/pi,m) where p is a prime, i ~ 1, n ~ m < n+k. These are indecomposable

objects of FA~. The next result essentially follows from (1.2) by use of the Hurewicz

theorem.

(1.7) Proposition: (A) For n ~ 1 the aphere Sn is the only indecomposable homotopy

type of FA0, and each object in FA0 has a unique decomposition.=n n

(B) Let n ~ 2. The elementary Moore spaces of FA~ are the only indecomposable homo-

topy types in FAl and each object in FA1 has a unique decomposition.-n =n

It is known that there are 2-dimensional complexes in ~~ which admit different decom

positions, see [18]. For the next result we define the elementary comolexes Qf Chang which

we denote by

(1.8)

where p,q, E IN = {1,2, ...}. They are given by the mapping cones of the maps

f
1

: 80 + 1 ---t Sn, f
2

: Sn+l---t So+1 V Sn, 13: So+1 V Sn --+ Sn and

f4 : Sn+l V Sn --+ Sn+l V Sn respectively; here f
1

= 11 is the Hopf map, moreover

~=il(2qt)+i21J, f3 =(1J,2P t), f4 =(i1(2
q
t)+i21J, i2(2P t)) where il' resp. i2,

denotes the inclusions of Sn+ 1, resp. Sn, into Sn+1
y Sn. These complexes are also
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discussed in the books of Rilton [24], [25]. We visualize the words 11, '7Q, p11 and pW by

the corresponding subgraphs of the graph in Figure 1 where the edge in this graph,

connecting the levels 0 and 2, is denoted by 11.,- -- - . L--:- .......__---:.... -. ~~ --

\,

\

I

~~-p--q-

i I
( 1
r

" 1) \

--- - - ---- --=...--,~

Figure 1'\ '
l'

I,
I
)

l ...- . - - - - . - ~

(1.9) Theorem of Chang [6]: Let n ~ 3. The elementary Moore spaces and the elementary

complexes of Chang above are the only indecomposable homotopy types in FA2 and each=n

object in FA~ has a unique decomposition.

This result is based on Whitehead's algebraic classification of A~-polyhedra [40]. Our main

result (3.9) below gives a complete solution of the decomposition problem in FA~. The

solution involves two main steps. First we obtain an algebraic classification of all

A~-polyhedra, n ~ 4, and then we solve the decomposition problem by use of the algebraic

invariants. The second step is purely algebraic and can be considered as a kind of genera

lized decomposition problem of representation theory; at this point we also use the results

of Ringel and Renn described in (1.3) and (1.4) above. In addition Spanier-Whitehead dua

lity turns out to be an important tool.
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An algebraic classification of all A:-polyhedra, n ~ 5, is not yet known, though Unsöld [37]

gave an algebraic classification of such polyhedra if they have torsion free homology. It

would be very interesting to use Unsöld's result for the classification of all indecomposable

stable A4-polyhedra with fintitely generated torsion Iree homology. Since the primes 2n

and 3 appear decomposition is not unique, see [20], [26], [27]. This is avoidable by

localization. There are many rings R which are Ml4 in the sense that there seems to be no

hope for a complete classification of indecomposable R-modules, see for example [29]. It is

not at all clear whether a similar kind of "wildness" appears in the decomposition problem

of stable homotopy types. In fact, it might be true that the Steenrod algebra itself is wild

in the sense of representation theory, nevertheless the collection of those indecomposable

modules over the Steenrod algebra which are actually realizable might not be wild.
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§2 Spanier-Whitehead dnality and homotony gronDS of Moore sPaces

We here introduce certain generators of homotopy groups of Moore spaces which play an

essential role for the construction of the indecomposable A~-polyhedra in the next section.

The generators chosen are compatible with Spanier-Whitehead duality. With respect to

Spanier-Whitehead duality we refer the reader to [32] and [34], we here only recall a few

facts needed in this paper.

In the stable range m < 2n -1 the Spanier-Whitehead (n+m)-duality is a contravariant

isomorphism of categories

(2.1) D: FAm- n ~ I FAm- n.
=n =n

This isomorphism carries X to DX = X* and ca.rries the homotopy class fE [XJY) to

the homotopy class Df = r* E [v*,X*]. The isomorphism D satisfies DD = identity that

is X** = X and r** = f. The funetor D depends on the choice of (n+m)-duality maps

D
X

: X* AX --+ Sn+m whieh satisfy eertain properties J see [32] or [34]. The homotopy

type of X*, however, is well defined and does not depend on this choice. As an example we

have the dual D(Sn+q) = Sm-q for q ~ m - n, then the dual of f:. Sn+q --+ Sn+q' is

r* = lff: Sm-q' --+ Sm-q with k = m-n-q'-q. This shows that Moore spaces satisfy

(2.2) *M(71/r,n+q) = M(1l/r,m-q-1).

In fad, for a mapping cone Cf we eau choose DCf = Cg where g represents r*.

We now consider maps between Moore spaces cf cyclic group8. For the pseudo projective

plane P = S1 U e2 we have If-1 P = M(71/r,n). This yields the function
r r r

Ifl-l: [Pr'Pt] --+ [M(71/r,n),M(ll/t,n)] between sets of homotopy claases J see (1.5).
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(2.3) Proposition [3]: Let n ~ 3. For ", E Horn (l1lr,l1lt) there exists a unique element

B~ E [M(l1lr,n), M(lllt,n)] which induces ", in homology and which ia in the image of the

function If-1 above.

Clearly B in (2.3) satisfies B(id) = id and B(~W) = (B~)(Bt) for compositions ~Wi the

function B, however, is not additive. Let x: lllpr --+ 11lpt be the canonical generator of

Horn (l1lpr,lllpt) = lllpmin(r,t) given by X(1) = 1 if r ~ t and by X(1) = pt-r -1 for

r < t. Using (2.3) we get for n ~ 3 and a prime p the weil known result

lllpmin(r,t)B(X) for p * 2

(2.4) [M (11Ipr,n) ,M(llIpt,n)] = II14 B( X) f0 r pr = pt = 2

lll2mi n(r,t)B(X) e 1112 i'7Q otherwis e

Here we write A = ll/k B if A ia a cyclic group of order k with generator B. The

generator i1]q is given by the indusion i : Sn CM(lllpt,n), the pinch map

q : M(11lpr,n) --+ Sn+1, and the Hopf map '7 with [Sn+1,Sn] = 7112 TJ. Moreover we get

*which are (2n+1)-dual groups with (i 1']) = 1']q. On the other hand we get the

(2n+2)-dual groups, n ~ 4,

{

7114 ~ for t = 1
[Sn+2 ,M(7112t ,n)] = 1

71 / 2 'tm lll2 i1']1'] for t > 1

(2.6)
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1 *Here we choose a generator ~1 and we set ~t = B(X) ~l' moreover we set TJ = (~1)

t * 1and TJ = (~t) = 1] B(X)· The map TJTJ is the double Hopf map with

[Sn+2,Sn] = 71/21]1]. Finally we get for n ~ 4

(2.7) [M(71/2S,n+l),M(71/2r,n)] =

71/2 'i ED 71/2 TJi for s = r = 1

11/4 {~ ED 71/2 1]~ for S > 1 = r

11/2 ~~ ED 11/4 fJ~ for s = 1 < r

11/2 ,8 ED 71/2 TJB ED 71/2 fS otherwi Be. r r r

(2.8) Proposition: The groups (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) determine exa.cdy all non trivial

groups [X,y] where X and Y are elementary Moore spaces of FA~, n ~ 4.

This essentially is proved in [5], a complete proof is also given by Jäschke [28]. The explicit

definition of generators above as weil determines all compositions of maps between elemen

tary Moore spa.ces in FA~.
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§3 Tbc indecomposablc (n-1}-connected (n±3HimenRional oolyhedra, n ~ 4

In this section we describe the main result of this paper which solves the decompositioD

problem in the category FA;, n ~ 4, see (1.6).

For the description of the indecompoaable objects we use certain wards. Let L be a set,

the elements ol which are called 'lettera'. A word with lettera in L ia an element in the

free monoid generated by L. Such &word a ia written a = a1~ ...an with ai E L, n ~ 0;

for n = 0 tms is the empty word ,p. Let b = b1'''~ be a word. We write w = ... b if

there ia a word a with w = ab, similarly we write w = b... iC there is a word c with

w = bc and we write w = ...b... iC there exist words a and c with w = abc. A subword

of an infinite sequence ... a_2a-1aOa1~... with ai EL, i E 71., is a finite connected sub

sequence &n&n+1...an+k' n E 71.. For the word a = al".an we define the word

-a = a a 1...a1 by reversing the order in a.n n-

(3.1) Definition: We define a collection of finite words w = w1w2 ... wk. The letters wi of

w are the symbols e,f1,f or natural numbers t,sj,ri' i E u... We write the letters Si as

upper indices, the letters ri as lower indices, and the letter t in the middle of the line

since we have to distinguish between these numbers. For example fJ5{2'73 is such a ward

with t = 5, r l = 3, 81 = 2. A basic sequence ia defined by

(1)

s.
This is the infinite product a(1)a(2) ... of words a(i) = {1f1r., i ~ 1. A~ Erd is any

1

subword of (1). A centra! sequence ia defined by
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(2)

A central word w is any subword of (2) containing the number t. Whence a central word

w is of the form w = atb where -a. and b are basic words. An E-sequence is defined by

(3)

An f-word W ia any aubword of (3) containg the letter E; again we ca.n write w = afb

where -a and b are basic words.

A general word ia &basic word, &central word or an E-word. A general word w ia called

special if w containa at least one of the letters {, 1] or f and if the following conditions

(i), D(i), (ii) and D(ii) are satisfied in case w =aEb is an E-word. We associate with b

the tuple

where sl... sm and rr ..r l are the words of upper indices and lower indices respectively

given by b. In the same way we get s(-a) = (81&,s;-a, ... ) and r(-a) = (r~,r~, ... ) with

s:-a E {s .,m,O} and r:-a E {r .,tD,O}, i EIN. The conditions in question on the f-word
1 --i l--i

W = aEb are:
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(i) b = tP ~ a +{I

D(i) a = tP ~ b +17]

(ü) 81 = 1 ~ r_1 ~ 2 and

In (ii) and D(ü) we use the lexicographical ordering < from the left and the index i runs

through i = 2,3, ... as indicated.

Finally we define a cyclic ward by a pair (w,~) where w ia a basic ward of the form

(p ~ 1)

(4)

and where ~ is an automorphism of a finite dimensional 1l/2-vector space V = V( ~).

Two cyclic words (w,~) and (w l ,,,,I) are equiyalent if w l is a cyc1ic permutation of w,

that is

, ~si 8p 81 Si-I
w = \ 7] ... { 7] { 7] .•. { 1] ,r· r rl r. I

1 P 1-

and if there is an isamorphism W: V(~) ~ V( ",') with ~ = ,-1~, W. A cyclic word (w,~)

ia a special~ word if ~ ia an indecomposable automorphism and if w ia not of the

the form w = w'w' ...w' where the right hand side is a j-fold power of a ward w' with

j > 1.
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The sequences in (2.1) can be visualized by the infinite graphs in Figure 2. The letters si'

resp. r., correspond to vertical edges connecting the levels 2 and 3, resp. the levels O,l.
1

The letters e, resp. t], correspond to diagonal edges connecting the levels 0 and 2, resp.

the levels 1 and 3. Moreover € connects the levels 0 and 3 and t the levels 1 and

2. We i~entify a general word in (3.1) with the corresponding 8ubgraph of the graphs in

Figure 2. Therefore the yertices m~ i of a general word are defined by the vertices of

level i of the corresponding graph, i E {O,l,2,3}. We also write Ix I = i if X is a ver

tex of level i.
=...::....::::-~-~---

3
2

1

o

• • •

L. __

3

2
1

o

3
2
1

o

basic sequence

central sequence

[.- sequence

Figure 2
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(3.2) Remark; There is a simple rule which creates exactly all graphs corresponding to

general words. Draw in the plane 1R2 a connected finite graph of total height at most 3

that alternatingly consists of vertical edges of height one and diagonal edges of height 2 or

3. Moreover endow each vertical edge with a natural number. An eguivalence relation on

such graphs ia generated by reflection at a vertical line. One readily checks that the

equivalence classes of such grapha are in 1-1 correspondence to all general words.

(3.3) Definition: Let w be a basic word, a central ward ar an €-word. We obtain the ill!2!

~ D{w) by reflection of the graph w at a horizontal line and by using the equivalence

defined in (3.2). Then D{w) is again a basic word, a central word, or an €-word respec

tively. Clearly the reflectian replaces each letter { in w by the letter 1] and vice versa,

mareover it turns a lower index into an upper index and vice versa. We define the dual

~ ~ D{w,~) as follows. For the cyclic word (w,~) in (3.1){4) let

-1
D{w,~) = {w' ,( ~*) ). Here we set

'_ r1 r2 rpw - { '7s { ... '7s { '7s2 P 1

and we set ~* = Hom{ ~,"D./2) with V( ~*) = Hom (V{ ~),"D./2). Up to a cyclic permuta

tion w' is just D{w) defined above. We poi~t out that the dual words D{w) and

D(w,~) are special if w and (w,~) respectively are special.

We are going to construct certain A~-polyhedra, n ~ 4, associated to the words in (3.1).

To this end we first define the homology of a ward.

(3.4) Definition: Let w be a general ward and let r ...rp and s ... 8 be the words ofa Jj LI

lower indices and of upper indices respectively given by w. We define the torsion groups of

w by
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r a rß
(1) TO(w) = 11/2 tB..JB 71/2 ,

(2) Tl(w) = 71/2t if w is a central word,

sJJ 8v(3) T2(w) =71/2 EB...tB 11/2 ,

and we set Ti(w) = 0 otherwise. We define the integral homology of w by

Li(w) Ri(w) .
(4) Hi (w) = 11 EB Ti(w) EB 11 .

Here ßi(w) = Li(w) + Ri(w) ia the IW..ü number of Wj this is the number of end points of

the graph w which are vertices of level i and which are not vertices of vertical edges; we

call such vertices x spherical yerticea of w. Let L(w), resp. R(w), be the ~, resp. Iig!ll,

spherical vertex of w in case they occur. Now we set Li(w) = 1 if IL(w) I = i and

Ri(w) = 1 if IR(w) I = i, moreover Li(w) = 0 and ~(w) = 0 otherwise.

Using the equation (4) we have specified an ordered~ Bi of Hi(w). We point out that

(5) ßO(w) + PI(w) +P2(w) +ß3(w) ~ 2.

For a cyclic word (w, 't') we set

(6)

where v = dim V( ",) and where the right hand aide ia the v-fold direct aUDl of Ti(w).

(3.5) Definition: Let n ~ 4 and let w be a general word. We define the A:-polyhedron

X(w) = Cf by the mapping cone Cf of a map f(w) : A -+ B where

{

A = M(H
3

,n+2) Y M(H 2 ,n+ 1) Y S~+l
(1)

B = M(HO,n) v S~+l v Sb+1

Here Bi = Hi(w) is the homology group in (3.4) above. We set S~+l = Sn+l if w is a

central word and we set S~+l = * otherwise, moreover we set Sb+1 = Sn+I if w is a

basic word of the form w = { ... and we set Sb+1 = * otherwise. For the following ahort

words w we can describe f(w) directly in terms of the generators defined in §2:
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(2) f( 1J) = 1J = 1Jn : Sn+l --+ Sn ,

( ) n+2 n+l
f e = 1J = 1Jn+1 : S --+ S ,

f( f) = 1J1]: Sn+2 --+ Sn ,

f(t) = tL : Sn+1 --+ Sn+l ,

f(r eS)= e;, f(S"r) = 1J;, f(r fS) = f; = i1J1J<l,

f(r e) = er' f(S" ) = 1J8, f(r f ) = f r = i"fJ ,

f( eS) = 1Jn+1CL f( 1Jr) = i1Jn, f( fS) = fS = fJ1J<l .

In general we obtain f(w): A ---+ B as folIows. For this we first describe B and A in (1)

as one point unions of elementary Moore spaces. For each letter roof rQ ...rß (see 3.4)

we have the inclusion

(3) j(r6) : M(71/2
r
6,n) ( B

Moreover for each spherieal vertex x of w with Ix I ~ 1 we have the inclusion

(4) j(x) : Sn+ Ix I (B

This ia the inclusion of Sb+1 if Ix I = 1. The spaee B is exactly the one point union of

the subspaces (3), (4) and of je: S~+l ( B. Next we consider the space A in (1). For

each letter sT of SJJ'"Sv (see (3.4)) we have the inclusion
s

(5) j(sr) : M(71./2 r,n + 1) C A

Moreover for eaeh spherieal vertex x of w with Ix I ~ 2 we have the inclusion

(6) j(x) : Sn+ Ix l-l CA

The spaee A is exactly the one point union of the subspaees (5), (6) and of je : S~+1 ( A.

We now define f = f(w) by the following equations. For a letter 8r aB above and for

6 = T -1 we set
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s
ifw= ... eT

1]
I6 I T

s
if w = ... 11 Te

I6 I T

sI
if w = ... t { 1/ ... and T = 1

I 1
. sI
If w = ... f 1] ••• and T = 1

I_I I 1
s

The first equation also holds if the leUers r 6 or r
T

are empty that is if w = eT 11 ... or

s
if w = ... eT" respeetively. In this ease we set j(r 6) = j(x), if x = L(w), resp.

j(r ) = j(y), if y = R(w), see (3.4). We use a similar eonvention for the other equations in
T

(7). Using (2) and (7) we see that fj(sT) ia weIl defined for all general words w. Next we

define fj(x) where x is a spherical vertex of w with Ix I ~ 2.

(8) fj(x) =

if w = {ra"" lxi = 3, x = L(w)

if w = 1/r ... , Ix I = 2, x = L(w)
a

if w = ... {, lxi =3,x=R(w)r
ß

j(r_1)i"" if w = ... f I Ix I = 3, x = R(w)r_1

Using (8) and (2) the element fj(x) is weIl defined for all general words w. Finally we de

fine fje by

j(r-1 )i11+ je(t t) if W = "'r qt ...
-1

(9) fj = j(x)" + je(t t) if w = 1]t ... , x = L(w)e

'e(t t) if w = t ...
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This completes the definition of f =f(w) and whence the definition of X(w) = Cf

We point out that X(w) in (3.5) coincides with the corresponding elementary complex in

(1.8) if w is one of the words 1/, 1JQ, p'" p1]q. Moreover the suspension of such complexes

are given by

The words P"q and P~q correspond to the two possible subgraphs in a central sequence

which both look like the graph in Figure 1. This precisely describes the embedding of inde

composable A;-polyhedra (m = n, n + 1) into the set of indecomposable A:-polyhedra.

In a similar way indecomposable A;-polyhedra (m = n, n + 1) are embedded in the set

of indecomposable A~-polyhedraj this already signifies the complexity of the decomposi

tion problem in FA4.===n

(3.7) Definition: Let n ~ 4 and let (w,rp) be a cyclic word. We define the A:-polyhedron

X(w,rp) = Cf by the mapping cone of a map f = f(w,rp) where

(1)

with Hi = Hi(w,rp), see (3.4)(6). For u E {1,... ,v} we have the indusion (m = n,n + 1

and i = 0,2)

(2) i : M(T.(w),m) CM(H.,m)
~ 1 1

by the direct sum decomposition in (3.4)(6). Moreover we have for each letter r 6 and sr

of rl'"rp and sl"'sp (see (3.1)(4)) the inclusions

(3)
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S
j(ST) : M(1l/2 T,n + 1) CM(T2(w),n+l) .

Compare (3.5)(3) and (3.5)(5). We choose a basis {bl'... ,by} of the vector spare V(~)

y

and we define ~: E{O,l} by ~bU) = l ,~be· This yields adefinition of f by the fol

e=1
lowing formulas (5) and (6).

(5)

s
if w = ... eTfJ ... , TE {2,... ,p} and 6 = T-1, see (3.1)(4). Mon~over we set

r 6 T

s v s
(6) f.iu j(s1) = .iu j(r1)'lr

1
+ l sP~ j~(rp) er1 .

1 e=l p

The spaces X(w) and X(w,,,,) are constructed in such a way that the integral homology

ia given by

(3.8)

where we use the homology of the words wand (w,,,,) in (3.4). For an elementary Moore

space M(1l/2k,n+j) in FA: we get X(w) = M(1l/2k,n+j) if the graph w consists only

of the edge k connecting the levels j and j + 1, moreover X(w) = Sn+j is a sphere if

the graph w consists only of avertex at level j.

The next result solves the decompoaition problem in FA;, see (1.6), we prove this result in

§6 below.

(3.9) Decomposition theorem: Let n ~ 4. The elementary Moore spaces in FA;, the com

plexes X(w) where w is a special word, and the complexes X(w,,,,) where (w,,,,) is a

special cyclic word furnish a complete list of all indecomposable homotopy types in FA~.
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For two complexes X,X' in tbis list there is a homotopy equivalence X ~ X' if and only if

there are equivalent special cyclic words (w,~) N (w'J~t) with X = X(w,~) and

Xt = X(wt,~). Moreover each homotopy type in FA; has a unique decomposition.

Spanier-Whitehead duality of indecomposable complexes in FA: is completely clarified

by the next result.

(3.10) Theorem: Let n ~ 5. For a general word w and for a cyclic word (wJ~) let Dw

and D(wJ~) be the dual words defined in (3.3). Then X(Dw) is the Spanier-Whitehead

(2n+3)-dual of X(w) and X(D(w,~» is the Spanier-Whitehead (2n+3)-dual of

X(w,~).

Proof of (3.10): The result essentially follows from the careful choice of generators in §2

which ia compatible with Spanier-Whitehead duality. This implies that there are

(2n+2)-dualities f(w)* = f(Dw) and f(w,~)* = f(D(wt~)). Whence (3.10) is a conse

quence of the remark on mapping cones following (2.2).
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§4 Algebraic inyariants

We describe algebraic stable A~-systems which classify the homotopy types of A~-polyhe

dra, n ~ 4. To thia end we introduce the following notation.

Let F: g ---+ K be a functor. We .aay that an object X in K is F-realizable if there is

an object Y in g together with an isomorphism a: FY ~ X in K. We caU Y or the

pair (Q,Y) an F-realization of X. We say that F is a detecting functor if F is full, if

each object in ~ ia F-realizable, and if F satisfies the following sufficiency conclition: A

morphism ß in C is an isoIDorphisID if and only if the IDorphisID Fß is an isomorphism

in K. One readily observes that a detecting functo! F induces a 1-1 correspondence be

tween isomorphism classes of objects; here a 1-1 correspondence is a function which is in

jective and surjective. Moreover a detecting functor F induces a 1-1 correspondence be

tween isomorphisID classes of indecomposable objects if F preserves sums.

We shaU use graded abelian groups H with

(4.1) Hi = 0 fOI i < 0, i > g and Hg Iree abelian.

For example the Ieduced integral homology H of an A~-polyhedron X has this propertYi

here we set

(4.2)

We now consider the following commutative diagram of additive functoIs, n ~ 4, where

a~ is the homotopy category of A:-polyhedra.
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A3 lJ
l~=n

(4.3) Ql p~

.s. IG
X

The categoriea ~,~, and g are purely algebraic and the functors Q and Jj. which we

define below are detecting functors. The objects of the categories H,~, and G are gjven

by specifying additonal structure on "homology ll groupa H as in (4.1). Let ~,~, and

~ be the fullsubcategories of !!,~, and g respectively for which all objects have finite

Ir generated homology.

(4.4) Definition of !i: Objects are tripies HS = (H,H(2),S) where H satisfies (4.1) and

where H(2) is a graded R-module with R = 71/2<Sq1 ,SQ2> /(SQi,SQ~) and

I SQ1 1 = -1, I SQ2 1 = -2, compare (1.4). Moreover S is a short exact sequence

(1) H ~ 71/2~ H(2) b I I H*1l/2

with degree Ib I = -1 such that Sq1 is the composition

(2) H(2) b I I H*1l/2~ H~ H ~ 11/2~ H(2).

Here i ia the inclusion of the 2-torsion and q is the quotient map. A morphism

HS ---i HS in !! ia a pair (F,G) of degree 0 homomorphisms F: H ---i H I I

G : H(2) ---+ H I (2), such that G ia R-linear and such that F and G are compatible

with respect to the sequences Sand SI.

The functor TT: A3
-----t H carries an object X to TT(X) = (H,H(2),S) where H is the

1<1 -n -- 1<1

homology in (4.2), where H(2)i = Hn+i(X,1l/2) is endowed with the action of the

Steenrod operations SQl'SQ2' and where S ia the universal coefficient sequence. The func

tor y was considered by Henn [22], who showed that an analogons functor for the
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Steenrod algebra 21p ' p odd, is a detecting functor. In our case, however, we use the prime

2 so that 1I ia not a detecting functor since in general there are non trivial higher order

cohomology operations on spaces X in A3, for example Adem operations, which are not
c;::>fi

detected by lI(X). We therefore need the better algebraic invarianta of X obtained by the

functor Q in (4.3), see (4.11) below.

In the definition of the category ~ we use the following notation on abelian groups K and

L. We have the natural isomorphism t: Ext(K,L ~ 71/2) ~ Hom(K*71/2,L~71/2) which we

use as an identification. Here W ia defined as folIows. Let {E} be the dass of the exten

sion L ~ 71/2 >~ E~ K and let x E K with 2x = O. Then we set

W{E}(x) = i-1(2p-lx). The element qi EHom(K*71/2,K'i}71/2) = Ext(K*71/2,K'i}71/2), de

fined as in (4.4)(2), yields an extension of abelian groups

(4.5) Kfi}71/2 >~ G(K)~ K*1l/2 .

For each homomorphism '{J: K -+ L there ia a homomorphism tp: G(K) -+ G(L) with

(tp*l)& = &tp and VJJj = Jj( tp 'i} 1). Moreover we abtain for IT(K) = Hom(G(K),1l/4) the

extension

(4.6) Ext(K,1l/2) >-L G(K) L Hom(K,1l/2)

where X and ~ can be identified with Hom(&,71/4) and Hom(p,71/4) reapectively.

(4.7) Definition of ~: Objects in ~ are~ A:--fiysterns

A = (H,1rl'D,ß) = (HA,'ift,DA,pA). Here H satisfies (4.1) and 'of1 is an abelian group.

Moreover D is a diagram of unbroken arrowa in ~ as folIows:
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1: {iill/2

b
3

r IJ. b2 . h
H3 ----tt r - --+ 1:2 ---+ H2 ----tl HO e 11/2~ 1:1 --+-t H1 .

! d
HO*11/2

The row is an exact sequence; (the group "'"2 in this row is considered in (4.8) below).

Moreover the column is the short exact sequence defined by the following push out in ~:

HO~11./2
i e 1

l 1:1e11./2

(2)
IJ. r push

1IJ.
G(H O) Ir t I cok(b3) .

lt. q

Here we use (4.5) and the homomorprusm i in (1). The map A in (1) ia induced by A in

(4.5) and q is the projection for the cokernel of b3 in (1). We use the composition

v = qp(i e 1) in (2) for the definition of the push out r(KjA) in ~ defined by the fol

lowing diagram (3); here we use the exact sequence (4.6).

(3)

Ext (K, 11/2 )~HO Xe1 l G(K)~HO

11 jExt (K J HO~11./ 2) pu sh

v* ! !!
Ext (K J cok b 3) >---tl r(K;A)

-~
J.f 1 I I Hom(K, 11. /2 )~HO

The map jJ is induced by jJ ~ 1. Finally ß in the object A = (H, 1:1,D,P) is an element

(4)
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where b2 is given by (1). A IDo[phisID 'P: A ---+ B in ~ is a tuple of hOIDOIDOrphisIDS

A B A B A B
'P' : H. --+ H . J 'P : r 1 ---+ r l' "'-"': r ---+ r ,1 1 1 r "1'

such that 'P is compatible with all unbroken arrows in (1) and such that

(5) 'P*(pA) = ~(pB)

Here 'P*: r(H~jA) ---+ r(H~;B) is induced on the push out (3) by

Ext(H~,~) E9 G(H~) Q!O 'PO where ~: cok b~ ---+ eok b~ is induced by 'Pr' Moreover

~2 is a map 'P2: G(H~) ---+ G(H~) as in (4.5) and ~: r(H~;B) ---t r(H~;B) is given

on the push out (3) by Ext( ~2,cok b~) E9 Hom(~2,1l/4) 9 H~, see (4.6).

(4.8) Remark: The 11 homotopy group 11 r 2 = r~ in the exact sequence (4.7)(1) ia deter

mined by the element ß= pA as follows. The inclusion t: ker b2 (H2 induces a map

T* : r(H2;A) ---t r(ker b2;A) as in (4.7)(5). Now we get pt*ß = w* J1.ß = W*b2 = 0 by

(4.7)(4). Whence an element

(1)

is well defined by the exact sequence in the bottom row of (4.7)(3) where we set

K = ker(b2). This element {"'2} determines the extension

(2) cok b3 >---+ "'2 --H ker b2

in the exact sequence (4.7)(1).

Recall that J.B.C. Whitehead [42] introduced ror an (n-l)-connected space X, n ~ 3, the

exact sequence
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where h is the Hurewicz homomorphism and where ,b is the secondary boundary operator

with r mX =im{ 7 mXm- 1 --+ ""mXm}, XID = m.,;keleton of X. Compare also (Xll.3) in

[38]. We are now ready to state the following result whieh we prove in (5.18) below.

(4.10) Classification theorem: Let n ~ 4, then there exists a detecting funetor Q: ~ --+.§.

such that Q(X) = (H, 71'D,ß) has the following properties. The homology H is given as

in (4.2), the groups 7 1 and 7 2 in D are the homotopy group8 7 1 = 1"n+1(X) and

""2 ~ ""n+2(X). Moreover there is a natural isomorphism r ~ r n+2(X) such that the row

of D in (4.7)(1) is naturally isomorphie to Whitehea.d's exaet sequence (4.9).

A eomplete definition of the functor Q is given in (5.13) below. The main new feature oI

the functor Q ia the invariant ß in Q(X) which we eall the boundary invariant of X.

As pointed out in [4] the boundary invariants are the true Eckmann HiIton dual's of the

Postnikov invariants; a further discussion of these invariants will appear elesewhere. In

Part 11 of [4] the objeets of § are called A:-systems, n ~ 4, here we uae the eonvention

that we omit n in the description of objeets in ~ sinee we are in the stable range.

The functors Q and JJ in (4.3) have the following connection which we prove in (5.19)

below.

(4.11) Proposition: Let X be an object in ~ and let

JJ(X) = (H,H(2),S) and Q(X) = (H, ""l,D,ß).

Then there ia a natural isomorphism X such that the following diagram commutes.
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b2 .
r 2 - - - ~ H2 -----. Hoe71/2 !.....tl'1-+-+ H1

!q
H2&71/2

Ir ~
H2(2)SQd HO(2)

11> 1q

H1*71/2-;:+ cok SQ2r= cok b2

i

b3
------+1 r ----- - -~H3

q!
H3& 71/2

rl ~
H3(2) s. H1(2) ~ cok ~(i e 1)

q2 X

1>1 1q

H2*71/2 --,,--1. eok (SQ2I) ~ eok( ib3)
X

We shall use X for the identification BI(2) = eok JI(i ~ 1). The map i and the arrows

q denote quotient maps. The top row is given by D and eoincides up to isomorphism with

(4.9). The maps SQ2 t r and b are given by Y(X). Moreover we obtain the maps " in

the diagram by the elements

(1) K, = {W"I} E Ext(Hl'cok b2) = Hom(H1*1l/2,cok b2) and

(2) K, = {ß} EExt(H2,cok ib3) = Hom(H2*1l/2,eok 7b3) respeetively.

Here {rI} is given by the extension eok b2 >--+ r 1 ----+-+ BI which is part of the top

row of the diagram. Moreover let i*: eok b3 --+ cok ib3 be induced by i above, then

we observe that i*v = i.CUl(i ~ 1) = 0 is trivial sinee iJl(i e 1) = 0 by definition of ;.

Whence we obtain the map (B2 = H~)

(3) i# = (Ext(H2,i.),O) : r(H2iA) --+ Ext(H2,eok i b3)

on the push out in (4.7)(3). Using this map we define {ß} = i#/3 where ß is the boun

dary invariant given by Q(X). The diagram in (4.11) shows us exactly the connection be

tween the Steenrod squaring operations and Whitehead's eertain exact sequenee (4.9). The

commutativity of the right hand side of the diagram ia actually an old result of

J.B.C. Whitehead, compare [41] and (Xll. 4) in [38].
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We are now ready for the definition of the category G and of the funetors ß and X.

(4.12) Definition of g: Objects are tripies W = (H,Dl'02) where H satisfies (4.1) and

where D1 and 02 are the following diagrams (q denotes the quotient map).

H2~71/2~ HO~71/2~ eok A~ H1*71/2 ,

H1~71/2

Ir
H3~1l/2~H1(2) ~ cok A~ H1*1l/2

! b
Ho*1l/2

A morphism r.p: W ----t W' in Q is a homomorphism f{J: H ----t H' of degree 0 for which

there exists a morphism t: H1(2) ----t Hi (2) such that ", and q, are eompatible with the

diagrams D1 and D2. Sometimes we write HW and H(W) for H in W = (H,Dl'D2).

Using diagram (4.11) we obtain obvious functors ß: H ----t G and X: ~ --+ g. Namely for

an object HS = (H,H(2),S) in ä we get W = ß(HS} by A = SQ21 and by ICb = qSQ2.

For an objeet A in ~ we get W = X(A) as folIows. In 01 we define A and K. by

Aq = b2, K. = {I"f1} and in 02 we define A and K. by Aq = 1b3' K. = {p}. Now

Proposition (4.11) exactly shows that the diagram of funetors (4.3) eommutes.

All categories in (4.3) are in an obvious way additive eategories and all functors are addi

tive. The direct sum in !L,§, and Q respeetively is defined via direet sums of abelian

groups.

(4.13) Lemma: ß is a detecting functor.
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Proof: Let W = (H,D1,D2) be an object in ~. We get an ß,-realization

HS = (H,H(2),S) as follows. HO(2) = HO a:o 11/2. H1(2) and the corresponding part of S is

given by D2. Let Hi(2) = Hi a:o 11./2 EB Hi- 1 * 11./2 for i = 2,3. Then S is completely de

fined. Now SQ2 can be chosen such that ß.(HS) = W. If rp: ß(HS) ---i ß{Hg) is a mor

phism in g we can choose W: HS ---i Hg with ß(t) = rp, since the involved exact se

quences are split.

(4.14) Lemma: Each object in g has a X-realization.

(4.15) Corollary: Each object in l! has a ij-realization.

The corollary follows from (4.14) and from the fact that Q and ß are detecting functors

and that (4.3) commutes.

Proof of (4.14): Let W = (H,Dl'D2) be an object in g. We get a X-realization

A = (H,7rl'D,ß) by b2 = ~q; we choose the .extension ~1 such that {7r1} = K. as in

(4.11)(1). This gives us r by (4.7)(2), such that there is an isomorphism

X : H1(2) ~ cok Jt(i ~ 1). We choose b3 such that ib3 = X~Q, see (4.11). i# in (4.11)(3)

is surjective. We can choose ß with i #ß = It. This completes the definition of A. The

isomorphism rp: W ~ X(A) is given by the identity on H.
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§5 Proof of thc classification theorem

In this seetion we first define the funetor Q: a~ ---t~, n ~ 4, and we show that Q has

the properties in (4.11). Then we show that Q ia a deteeting funetor. The definition of

Q(X) uses Whitehead's exaet sequenee (4.9) and a new 'boundary invariant'.

We first eonsider Whitehead's group r n+2(X), Let X be an (n-1)-eonnected CW-fipaee

with n ~ 4. Then we have the following natural short exaet sequenee which we denote by

(5.1)

( ) * n+2 n+l.We define jJ by p. x ~ 1 = '7 x, x E :J:n+ 1X, where '7: S ---t S 1S the Hopf

map. MOrE~over we define 6. by the first k-invariant ß: X --+ K{HO,n) = KO of X witb

HO = HnX = 'KnX. Now !1 is the eomposition of r n+2(ß) and of the isomorphism

r n+2KO ~ Hn+ 3KO~ HO*1l/2 , eompare [19]. These definitions show that jJ and !:t. are

natural. For the exaetness it is enough to consider the case when X is (n+l)-dimensional

and whence of the form X ~ M(HO,n) v M(F,n+1); here F is a free abelian group. There

fore (5.1) follows from the special case (5.2) below. For a Moore spaee X = M(K,n) of an

abelian group K we have the exaet sequenee GK:

(5.2)

where (4.9) shows that K ~ 71/2 = 'Kn+ 1M(K,n), compare [1].

The extension (5.2) eonicides with the extension (4.5) so that we may set
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G(K) = W"n+2M(K,n) ,

compare [1]. The group G(K) ca.n be used for the following algebraic eharacterization oi

maps between Moore spaces

(1) [M(K,n),M(L,n)] ~ Hom(GK,GL), n ~ 3.

Here Hom(GK,GL) is the set of all pairs (~,~) where ~ : G(K) ---+ G(L) and

~ : K ---+ L are homomorphisIDs with A~ = (~ * l)A and p,( ~ ~ 1) = yJJj. The natural

isomorphism (1) earnes a map yJ: M(K,n) ---+ M(L,n) to the pair (rn+2~,Hn~' we use

this isomorphism as an identification; compare (V. 3a. 8) in [2].

For HO = Hn(X) we ehoose a map Q: M(HO,n) ---+ X which indueea the identity

Hn(a) = 1. Using (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) one gets the following commutative diagram.

HO~7I./2
i ~ 1

I r n+l X~ll/ 2
h

• • Hn+ 1 (X)~7I./2
p u s hr I' r I' IHn+JX~1l/2)(5.4)
0*

G(HO) I r n+2X

± d ± d 1b
HO*71/2 HnX*71/2 HnX*7I./2

The left hand aide of the diagram ia gjven by Q.: Sr(M(K,n)) ---+ Sr(X); since the

columns are exaet we see that the subdiagram. push ia actually a push out of abelian

groups. One geta the right hand aide of the diagram by the map j.: Sr(X) ---+ Sr(SPmX)

induced by the inclusion j: X ---+ SP X where SP X is the infinite symmetrie product
Q) (0

of X. We use the theorem of Dold-Thom [17] for the identification XO: Sr(SP(OX) ~ S

where S ia the right hand column of (5.4) which ia also part of y(X), see (4.4). This way

we define the natural map '1 in (5.4) by the composition '1 = XOr n+2(j). The top row of
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(5.4) is obtained by the exact sequence (4.9); therefore diagram (5.4) yields the isomor

phism

(5.5) X : cok Jl{i ~ 1) ~ Hn+1(X,Y./2) .

Next we need homotQPY groupe with eoefficients defined by t'n{K;X) = [M{K,n),X]. One

has the universal coefficient sequence

(5.6)

compare [25]. As a special case one gets for t'n+l{K;Sn) the sequence

(5.7)

which is naturally isomorphie to the sequence (4.6 ), in particular, there is an isomorphism

(5.8) G{K) = t'n+l{K;Sn) ~ Hom{G{K),Y./4)

which we use aB an identification. For the definition of this isomorphism we first observe

that the maps ~1 and 1]1 in (2.6) induce isomorphisms

(I)

(2)

~r :(M(1l/2,n), M(K,n)] ~ (Sn+2,M(K,n)] = G(K)

1 n -
1]* : [M(K,n+l),M(1l/2,n+l)] ~ (M(K,n+l),S ] = G(K).

This is readily seen by eomparing the corresponding short exact sequences for these groups.

Now the isomorphism (5.8) carries x E Ifn+1(K;Sn) to the homomorphism
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{
t x : W"n+2M(K, n) -+ 71/4 = W"n+l (71/2jM(71/2Jn+l)),

with Wx(Y) = (t'/;)-l(x) 0 E({r)-1(y) .

Obviously (5.8) is natural in the sense that t.p : M(K I ,n) ---+ M(K,n) induces

* *(~ = Hom(W"n+2(~' 71/4) where (~ (x) =x 0 (~, compare (5.3)(1).

We now use the groups G(K) and G(L) above for the computation of the group

1rn+ 1(KjM(L,n)). This group is embedded in the following commutative diagram in which

the rows are exact sequences

Ext(K, 71 /2) ~L
&01 • U(K)~L y!1

I I Hom(KJ71/2)~L

11

jt

(5.9) Ext(K,L~71/ 2 ) push1Ext(K,p)

Ext(K,G(L)) > /i
I r n+1 (K;M(L,n) p.

I I Hom(KJL~71/2)

The bottom row and the top row are given by (5.6), (5.7) and f.' is induced by p in (5.2).

Moreover the homomorphism t is defined for x E G(K), y E L = 7I'"nM(L,n) by the

composition t(x 0 y) = y 0 x, see (5.8). One readily checks that the diagram commutes.

Whence exactness of the rows implies that the subdiagram push in (5.9) is a push out dia

gram of abelian groups. All maps in (5.9) are natural in the obvious fashion.

Recall that WhiteheadJs r-groups rmY of a CW--complex Y are given by

r Y = image {i* : 71'" y m- 1
-J 71'" ym}. Whence we have the indusionm m m

i : r mY ( 7I'"mym and the projection p: 'J"my m- 1
----H r mY. We now introduce the

r=groups rm(KjY) with coefficients in the abelian group K by the commutative dia

gram
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(5.10)

Here push and pull denote a push out diagram and a pull back diagram respectively. The

right hand side is given by the m-skeleton yID of Y and by (5.6). By definition the left

hand column is a short exact sequence, which is the universal coefficient sequence for the

group rm(KjY). This sequence is clearly natural with respect to cellular maps

f: y ' --+ Yj in case Y and y ' are simply connected the induced map

f* : r m(Kjy / ) --+ r m(K;Y) depends only on the homotopy class of f. This shows that the

group r m(K;Y) is actually a new homotopy invariant of the space Y. We shall discuss

the properties of these groups elsewherej here we are only interested in the group

rn+1(K;X) where X is an (n-1)-eonnected space. In tbis case the map a in (5.4) in

duces the commutative diagram

(5.11)

Ext ( K , G ( HO)) >

I Ext (K, Q*)

ExttK, r n+ 2 X ) >

!1 • J'"n+1(K;M (HO,n))~ Hom(K,H00I07Z/2)

push 1 0* 11

4 • rn+1(KjX) J1. I I Hom(K,HoOIOll/2)

with short exact rows. This follows from the naturality of (5.10) since for an (n+1)-dimen

aional complex M we have J'"n+1(KjM) = rn+1 (K;M). Since the rows are short exact

sequences we see that (5.11) again ia a push out of abelian groups. This push out can be

combined with the push out in (5.9) so that one gets an explicit formula for the groups

rn+1(KjX) in terms of G(K) and rn+2X'
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The natural quotient map q: r n+2(X) --+ cok bn+ 3, see (4.9), yields the push out group

r~+l(KjX) given by the diagram

(5.12)

Ext(K, r n+ 2 X) >-------tl r n+1 (K;X) -~lHl Hom(K,Ho~1l/2)

1Ext ( K , q ) push ! q# 11

ExtfK, cok b n+3) >!J. I r~+1 (KjX) p I I Hom(K,HOGD71/2)

We are now ready for the definition of the functor Q in the classification theorem.

(5.13) Definition: Let X be a CW-<:omplex in ~. Then we define the object

Q(X) = (H,rl'D,ß) in ~,see (4.7), as follows. The graded group H is the homology

(4.2)j the group 'K1 is the homotopy group W"n+1(X). Moreover, diagram D is defined by

the exact sequence (4.9) and by (5.1); here we use the identification r = rn+2X given by

(4.7)(2) and (5.4). Combining the push out diagrams (5.9), (5.11) and (5.12) we get the

identification r(KjQ(X)) = r~+l(KjX), compare (4.7)(3) where v = qp(i ~ 1) = qa*Jl

by (5.4). Finally the boundary invariant ß Er~+1(KjX) ia obtained by the next lemma,

see (5.14)(3) below.

Let X be a CW-romplex in ~~. The homology H = H
X

with Hf = Hn+i(X) ia given

by the cellular chain complex c* = c; with cf = Hn+i(Xn+i,xn+i-1). Let

Bi ( Zi (Ci be the subgroup of boundaries and cycles reapectively. Then we have the one

point unions of Moore spaces:

{
X' = M(HO,n) v M( Z1 ' n+1)

X" = M(HS,n+2) y M(H2 , n+1) Y M(Bl'n+1)

(5.14) Lemma: There is a map f: X" --+ X' such that the mapping cone Cf is homotopy

equivalent to X.
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We point out that the complexes X(w) and X(w,~) in (3.9) are special examples of such

mapping cones Cf

Proof: We first observe that we have the homotopy equivalences X I ~ Xn+ 1 and

EXil ~ X/Xn+ 1. Now f is the desuspension of the boundary map X/Xn+ 1 --+ EXn+ 1 in

the cofiber sequence of the inclusion Xn+ 1 CX. Since we asaume n ~ 4 the desuspension

ia weil defined up to homotopy.

The map f constructed in the proof of (5.14) has the additional property that the induced

homology homomorphism H*(f) is given by the indusion BI ( ZI' Moreover the in

dusion i2 : M(H2,n+l) CX" yjelds the element

(1) f i2 E [M(H2Jn+1),Xn+ 1] with

(2) #(fi2) = i*b2 E Hom(H2,won+1xn+l)

Here i: r n+1X = HO ~ 71/2 ( j'fn+1xn+1 is the inclusion as in (5.10) and b2 is given by

(4.9). Equation (2) shows that f i2 is an element in r~+l' see (5.10) where we set

m =n+l, Y = Xn+ 1 and K = H2. Therefore the boundary invariant

(3) ß = r = q#p#(f i2) Er~+l (H2;X) = r(H2;Q(X))

is defined with jj(ß) = b2. Here we use the maps q# and p# in (5.11) and (5.10) res

pectively. Though the map f in (5.14) is not canonically given by X the element ß is a

homotopy invariant in the following sense. Let F: X --+ Y be a map in ~ and let

rp = Hn+ 2(F) : H~ --+ HI. Then any map ~: M(H~,n+1) --+ M(HI,n+1) which in

duces rp satisfies the equation

(4) F*(r)=-t"(pY).

This, in fact, shows that Q in (5.13) is a weil defined functor a:. --+ ~.

(5.15) Proposition: Each object in §. is Q-realizable.
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Proof: Let A = (H,1r1,D,ß) be an object in ~. We define X = Cf with Q(X) ~ A as

follows. First we choose a free resolution BI >--+ Zl -+-+ H1 of Hi and we define X I

and X" aB in (5.14). Let iO: M(HO,n) C X' and iZ : M(Zl,n+1) C X' be the inclus

ions. Then we have the obvious coordinates of f,

{

f = (f3,f2 , fB ) wi th
(1)

f3 = iO~ + i Z~ and fB = iof~ + iZf~ .

The map f~ is given by the indusion BI >--+ Zl' Next we choose a commutative dia-

gram

b2 i
H2 IHO ~ -0./2 I ~1--+-tH1

(2) f ~ i i g 11

BI > •Zl --+-t Bi

where the top row is given by diagram D in A. The homomorphism f~ determines the

map f~ in (1). Next we choose for ba: Ha --+ r in D homomorphisms

~ : Ha --+ G(Ho) and f~: H'3 --+ Zl ~ 71/2 such that

(3) bJ = a*~ + p(g ~ l)fi .

Then ~ and f~ determine the coordinates of the map {3' Finally we choose for ß an

element f2 Er~+l with q#P#~ = P. see (5.14)(3). Then f2 gives us the coordinate f2

in (1). One readily checks that ~(Cf) in (5.13) is isomorphie to A.

(5.16) Proposition: The functor Q: ~~ --+ ~ ia full.

ErQQf: Let X = Ci' Y = C~ (with i: X" -+ X' and ~: Y" -+ y
/
) be objects in ~~,

see (5.14). MoreoverJ let

(1)

be a morphism in ~. We have to show that there is a cellular map F: X~ Y with

SJ(F) = (~,)O Il"'~r)' We first construc~ the restrietion F I : X' --+ ,y' of the map F. The

map F I has the coordinates
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(2) F' = (io~o + iZFl'F2) with

~O E [M(H~,n),M(Hö,n)], Hn(~O) = ~O'

F1 E [M(H~,n),M(Zi,n+1)] = Ext(H~,Zi),

F2 E [M(Z~,n+l))y/].

The inclusion iZ : M(Z~,n+1) (X' induces a homomorphism

g : z~ ---i 7rn+ 1X ' --+-+ ~n+lX =.,.~ compare (5.15)(2). We now choose a homomor

phism F2 such that the diagram

7rX f g ZX
1 1

(3) ly'P~ I F2
j ! I Y / y

w- 1 I I w-n +1Y = H 0~71 2 E9 Z 1

commutes. Here j = (i,g) is induced by the inclusion y' ( Y. The homomorphism F2 in

(3) determines the map F2 in (1). Next we consider the following commutative diagram

for ~.

---...
~X ( )~ I (X) ~ /1-- = r n+2 X p 7rn+ 2X --g;-+ G HO E9w- 1 71 2

(4) 'Pr j j 7rn+2(F
/

) j [:~ ~:@1]
y D I g. Y Y

[ = [n+2,T ;:::::n+2Y --+ G'~O)e1rl@71/2

(a.,J')

Here p ia defined aB in (5.10) and a = j iO ia the inclusion. The map (0.,1') is surjective

by (5.4). For 7rn+ 2X ' = G(H~) E9 z~ ~ 71/2 we obtain g. by 1 ED g ~ 1 where g is

defined aB in (3). The homomorphism ~o corresponds to a map as in (1) by (5.3)(1).

Moreover t in (4) is a homomorphism

X Y
(5) W: HO *71/2 ---+ 7r 1 ~ 71/2

We claim that there exist ~O' W and F1 in (2) such that diagram (4) ia commutative.

To see this we first choose a map 'PO: G(H~) ---i G(H'6) compatible with ~O. Then
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tpo mtp1" e 1 induces by (5.4) a homomorphism vf: r n+2X --+ r n+2Y which as weIl is

compatible with jJ and fJ. in (5.4). Whence there ia a homomorphiam W' with

lPr = vf + jJW' fJ.. Next we choose for t' a lifting as in the diagram

Zi~11/2 mH6~11/2

(.o'~12 .... ~:Jf ! (~l, i el)

X' Y
HO*11/2 9"' • ~1 e 11/2

and we set

{

~O = tpO + jJW 1&,
(7)

t =(ge1)WO'

Moreover we choose for Wo an element F1 with q*(F1) = t O' Here

q* : Ext(H~,Zi) ----+-+ Ext(H~,Zi e 11/2) = Hom(H~*11/2,Zi e 11/2)

ia induced by the quotient map q: ZY--+ Zi e "0./2. One can check that for these choices

diagram (4) commutes.

Any extension F of F' with H*(F) = 'P induces the map Q(F) = (tp,'P1rJ "T)' One ob

tains the existence of such a map F by the construction of a map F": X" ----+ YII such

that ~FIt = F' t and such that H*(F") ia compatible with "'3,tp2' This is a direct but

somewhat tedious procedure. A more elegant proof for the existence of the extension F ia

obtained as follows. First we choose achain map

(8)

between cellular chain complexea such that ~ coincides with C*(F') in degree ~ n+1

and such that H*({) = rp. Since ( rp, rp~) ia compatible with diagram D we can find an

extension ~+2: Xn+2 --+ y n+2 of F' compatible with {. Therefore the obatruction

(9) O( ~,F') E Hn+3(X,ry)

ia defined, see (V. 5.14)(2) in [2]. This obstruction ia trivial if and only if there exista an

extension F of F' with C*F = e. Now we have the short exact aequence
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Ext(H~,rY)>~ Hn+3(X,rY)~ Hom(Hi,rY)

(11) rO({,F') =- bI9'3 + "Tbi = O.

Moreover for the projection q: r Y --+-+ eok br we have the equation, q* =Ext (H~,q),

(12) &q*b-10({,F') = - ~(ßY) + F~C;C) =O.

Here the right hand side is an element of r~+1(H~;Y) which is trivial by assumption, see

(4.7)(5). Next we can alter the chain map { by an element a EExt(H~,Hr) so that we

get the chain map {+ 0, see (VI 10.13) in [16]. Then the obstruction (9) satisfies the for

mula

(13) O({ + a,F') = O({) + b(bI)*(o)

with (bI)* = Ext(H~JbI) and with b in (10). Since image (bI)* = kernel q* we see

by (13), (12) and (11) that there is an a such that O( {+a,F') = O. This shows that F'

has an extension F with Q{F) = (9"~r'''T) and the praof of (5.16) is complete.

(5.17) Remark: The 1x>undary invariant ß defined in (5.14)(3) is a special element in a

sequence of 1x>undary invariant ßi(X), i ~ 4, defined for any simply cannected space X,

see [4]. All these boundary invariants satisfy a formula as in (12) above; we shall discuss

this fact elsewhere. Moreover one has formulas as (11) and (13) a1x>ve also in the case of

non simply connected spaces, see [3]. Special cases of such formulas were also used in

(IX, 4.13)[2].

(5.18) Proof of the classification theorem:

Using the Whitehead theorem the classification theorem (4.10) is a consequence of (5.15)

and (5.16).
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(5.19) Froof of (4.11): We already pointed out that the commutativity of the right hand

side in diagram (4.11) was proved by J.H.C. Whitehead [41], see also (XII.4) in [38]. This

as well yields the commutativity cf the left hand side of diagram (4.11) in tase the n-skele

ton of X is trivial. Now we can use naturality arguments fer the quotient map

X --+ X/Xn ie obtain the commutativity in general, for this we also use the explicit for

mula for Q(X) in terms cf f with X = Cf ' see (5.13) and (5.14)(3).
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§6 Proof of the decomoosition theorem

The detecting functor Q: FA:~~ in (4.11) induces a 1-1 correspondence between in

decomposable A:-polyhedra in FA: and indecomposable A;-aystems in E§. Whence we

can salve the decomposition problem in FA: by the c1assification of indecompasable ob

jects in f:§. For this we use a result of Renn [22] !rom which we derive the following solu

tion of the decomposition problem in the category f!!.

(6.1) Theorem: The objects yx, YX{w), YX{w,~) of !J!, where X ia an elementary

Moore spare in FA3, where w ia a special word which is basic or central, a.nd where=n

(w,~) is a special cyclic word furnish a complete list of indecomposable objects of ~.

Two objects Hg and HS in this list are isomorphie in ~ if and only if there are equi

valent special cyclic words (w,~) IV (w' ,~') with Hg = UX{w,~) and

HS= JJX{w' ,~'). Moreover decomposition is unique in ~.

This result is very similar to the decompositian theorem (3.9); the crucial differenee ia des

cribed by the special €-wordB w = afb which as wen yield indecomposable homotopy

types X{w) in FA: but far which YX{w) is decomposable, namely

(6.2) YX{afb) = YX{-a) mYX{b).

Here }JX{-a) and YX{b) are again indecomposable objects in E!!.

For the proof of the decamposition theorem (3.9) we first observe an easy fact.

(6.3) Lemma: Let X be a finite A:-polyhedron, n ~ 4. Then there exists a homotopy equi

valence X ~ X' y M where the integral homology H*X I of X I has no odd torsion and
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where M is a one point union of elementary Moore spaces M(pi,j) with p an odd prime,

i ~ 1, n ~ j ~ n + 2.

The lemma easily follows from the claasification theorem (4.10).

We now describe the indecomposable objects in ~ and ~ in terms of the graphs aasa

ciated to the general words w.

(6.4) Definition: Let w be a basic word or a central word. Then we obtain the object

y(w) = (H,H(2),S) in ~ with Y(w) = YX(w) as follows. The homology H = H(w) ia

given by the formula (3.4)(4). The generators of H are given by the elements g(I) where

I is a spherical vertex of w or where 1 ia one of the vertica1 edges of w denoted by s ,
T

r 0 or t, see Fig. 2. Let l(l) be the lower vertex of I and let u(l) be the~ vertex of

I. If I is a spherical vertex we set l(l) = 1 and u(l) = 4J. The degree Ig(l) I of the ge

nerator g(I) is the level of l(I). Now let H(2) be the free 7Z/2-module with generators

h(x) where x is a vertex of w. The degree Ih(x) I of h(x) is the level of x. We define

the exact sequence S:

(1) H ~ 11/2 >L H(2) b I I H*11/2

by r(g(l) a 1) = h( l(I)) and o(h(x)) = g(I)*1 for x = u(l) and o(h(x)) = 0 other-

wise. Moreover we define

(2) SQ2 : H(2) ---i H(2)

by SQ2h(x) = h(y) if there exists a diagonal edge connecting the vertices x and y with

Iy I = Ix I - 2 and by SQ2h(x) = 0 otherwise. This completes the definition of y(w). In

a similar way we obtain the object JJ(w,~) in m with JJ(w,y) = JJX(wJ~)' Henn [22]

describes the objects y(w) by using words W of a different form which are 1-1 corres

ponded to the words w used here. For example Henn's word
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W = (1,9,0;2,3,3;1,4,0;2,2,1;3,1,2;0,0,0) eorresponds to w = 91/3e41/2e11]. Using this cor

respondenee we derive (6.1) from [22], eompare also [23]. Finally we define the Spanier

Whitehead dual of ij(w) and ij(w,~) by

(4) Dij(w) = ij(Dw), Dij(w,~) = Y(D(w,~)) .

Here the word Dw and D(w,~) are given by (3.3).

(6.5) Definition: Let w be a general word. Then we obtain the objeet Q(w) = (H,l1"l'D,ß)

in ~ with Q(w) = QX(w) a.s follows. We ehoose the generators of the groups in Q(w)

compatible with the generators in YX(w) above, see (4.12) and (6.2). The generators g(l)

of H = H(w) are defined in (6.4). Now let w be basie or eentral. We define b2 by

(1) b2(g(I)) = g(J) e 1, Ig(I) I = 2,

if there is a diagonal 1] eonnecting l(l) and l(J); and we set b2(g(I)) = ° otherwise.

This shows that '1:1 is a eyclic group with generatol gr s&tisfying

{

BI if cok b2 = °
(2) 71'"1 = 71/2

t+1
if cok b2 =1= °and B1= 11/2

t

11 /2 if cok b2 =1='0 and B1= 0

and satisfying h(gr) = g(I), Ig(I) I = 1, fOI BI =1= O. This as weIl detelmines the homo

morphism i since cok (b2) = 71/2 or cok (b2) = O. We obtain r = r(i) by

{

(71/2)d if w =1= ...
I 1

(3) r = 71/4 e (71/2)d-1 if w = ... ,
r1

11/2 EB (11/2)d if w = "',
I 1

whele d is given by BI(2) = (71/2)d. We choose generators hr(x) with ;hr(x) = h(x)

for all vertiees x of level 1 where we use ; in (4.12). The generator of 71/4 in (3) is

hr (u(r1)), the generator of the first summand 71/2 in the bottom row of (3) is denoted by

hr with ?'(hr ) = O. In terms of these generators we obtain &,jJ and b3 in (4.8)(1) as

follows. First we get ä = b; by 1 above and b in (6.4) and we get jJ by
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if g ( I) generate s H(/ 0,

~f W = r1 , r 1 = 1 ,

If W = r , r 1 ~ 2 .
1

Moreover, b3 ia defined by

(5)

if there ia a diagonal { connecting x and y.

It remaina to define ß E r(H2,v). We describe ß as an equivalence dass

ß = {(ßE,b(w))}

(6)

where

{

b(w) E G(H2) e HO '

PE EEx t (H2,cok b3)·

We obtain a basis of G(H2) by choosing for each cyc1ic summand C of H2 the genera

tors in

(7) G(C) =

11/4 g(s )
T

"0./2 g(s ) m"0./2 g (s )r r

71./2 g(x)

S
if C = 11/2 rg(s ), s = 1,

T r

8
if C = II/2 Tg(8 ), 5 > 1,

r r

if C = "O.g(x),

for which pg(I) ia the generator of Hom(C,71/2). Now we define b(w) by

(8) b(w) = lb(I,J) g(I) ~ g(J)

where b(I,J) = 1 if b2(g(I)) = g(J) ~ 1 and where b(I,J) = 0 otherwise. The sum runs

through all I,J for which g(I) and g(J) are generators of H2 and HO respectively.

Whence we get (j:i ~ 1)(b(w)) = b2. Using the basis elements g(ST) E H2 and a cyclic

subgroup C ( cok(b3) with generator c E C we obtain the cyclic subgroup

Ext(71· g(sr)'C) ( Ext(H2,cok b3) with generator denoted by Ext(g(sr)'c). Using this

convention we define PE in (6) by the SUlD

(9) ßE = lßE(ST,hr(x)) Ext(g(ST),qhr(x))
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where ßE(ST,hr(x)) = 1 if there is a diagonal { connecting the vertices U(ST) and x,

and where ßE(ST,hr(x)) = 0 otherwise. One can check that for ß = {(ßE,b(w))} we get

{ß}b = qSq2 with SQ2 defined in (6.4), see (4.2); in fact we simply have

{ß} = Ext(H2,7*)(ßE)· This completes the definition of Q(w) if w is basic or central.

For an €-word w = a€b we obtain Q(w) aB folIows. The formulas for the object Q(w)

coincide with those of Q(-a) EB Q(b) except for the formulas of b3 if b = , and ßE if

b 4= ,. Here we have Q(b) = Q(Sn+a) if b = ;; in this case bai~ = b;a and

bai H~ : 71 --+ r(i) is given by

{

2 -hr(u(r_1)) if -a= ... ,I 1 =1
(10) b (1) = r_I -

a hr otherwi 8 e

Moreover, if b =F , we have ßE = tJEa + ß~ + EE where

{

2 Ext (g(Sl)' Qhr (r_1)) if -a = I"" I_I = 1
(11) f E = -1

Ex t (g( 81) ,qhr ) otherwi s e

This completes the definition of Q(w) fOl all general wOIds w. For a cyclic word (w,~)

the object QX(w,~) is completely detelmined by lJX(w,~) since in this case 7 in

(4.12) is an isomorphism. In particular 7# in (4.12) is a splitting for the bottom IOW in

(4.8)(3) so that ß is determined by 7#(ß) = {JE' We again represent ß in QX(w,tp) by

an equivalence dass {({JE,b(w,~))} where b(w,ep) EG(H2) e HO is defined by b2 in

the same way as in (8) above.

Finally we define the Spanier-Whitehead dual of Q(w) and Q(w,~) by

(12) DQ(w) = Q(Dw), DQ(w,~) = Q(D(w,~)) .

Here the words Dw and D(w,tp) are given by (3.3).

(6.6) Lemma: Let W be an object in ~ and let A be a X-realization of W. Then the
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isomorphism class of the group ker{ 1 : r -+ H(2)} defined by A, see (4.12), depends

onlyon W. We denote tbis isomorphism class by ?'(W) = 7(A).

Proof: The map 1 in (4.12) depends only on (HO' i : HO e 71/2 -+ W"1)' Since W deter

mines {W"1} and b2 in (4.12) we see that i is well defined up to isomorphism by W.

This proves the lemma.

(6.7) Proposition: Let W be an object in ~ with 7(W) = O. Then there is up to iso

morphism exactly one X-realization of W.

Prcof: The condition nW) = 0 implies that 1 in (6.6) is an isomorphism. Whence also

1* in (4.12)(3) is an isomorphism and v in (4.8)(3) is trivial, v = O. This implies that b3

is completely determined by SQ21 and that ß is complete1y determined by {ß} since

(4.8)(4) holds. Finally i is determined up to isomorphism by W, see (5.5).

Remark: In particular W"1 = 0 implies nW) = O. Therefore we immediate1y get the fol

lowing results by Uehara [36]. The homotopy type of an A~-polyhedronwith vanishing

(n+1)-homotopy group is completely determined by its module over the Steenrod algebra.

(6.8) Lemma: Let W be an indecomposable object in ~. Then ?'(W) = 0 or

7(W) = 11/2. H 7(W) = 11/2 then W = ßlJ(w) where w is a basic word of the form

w = ... or W = ßysn.r1

Proof: Let A be a X-realization of W. H the object A is eQual to Q(Sn+k), for some

o5 k 53, we have nA) *0 iff k = O. We have nQ(Sn)) = 11/2. If A = Q(w), where

w is basic of central the claim follows by (6.5)(3). H A = Q(w,(p) the claim follows by the

part following (6.5)(11).
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(6.9) Theorem Every indecomposable object in E!! has up to isomorphisID exactly one

~-realization in FA:.

Proof: It is enough to show that each indecomposable object W in ~ has up to iser

morphisID exact1y one X-realization in ~. This is clear for -r(W) = 0 by (6.7). For

-r(W) = 71/2 we derive from (6.8) that -r(DW) = O. Here DW is the Spanier-Whitehead

dual of W, see (6.4){4). Whence DW has a unqiue realization, this implies that also W

has a unique realization since we ca.n use the Spanier-Whitehead {2n+3~ualityin FA:.

For the prcof of the decomposition theorem we still have to find those indecomposable olr

jects X in FA: for which ~(X) ia decomposable in ~.

We consider for an object A = (H, r l'D,,ß) in ~ the following diagrams of unbroken ar

rows which we denote by P{A).

(6.10)

11'1 S 71/2 >----i

~
H3 -,.,......6-

3
---11 H1(2)

1'={P} 1
H2*71/2 -------tl cok ,.,b3

Compare (4.8)(1) and (4.12). We say that A ia niee if there exist objects Ai' i E{I,oo.,k},

of the form g(w) OI g(w,~) aB in (6.5) such that X(Ai ) is indecomposable in ~ and

such that the diaglams
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Al Ak Al Akcoincide, in particular H = H EB EB H ,W"1 = 1" 1 EB ... EB if1 etc. In this case we

aay that A is related to Al m... mAk = A+. We identify the object Ai with the word

w resp. (w,St'), if Ai = Q(w), resp. Ai = Q(w,St').

(6.11) Lemma: Each object in E§. is isomorphie to a niee object.

Proof: Let A be an objeet in ~ and let XA ~ R1m... mRk be adecomposition of XA.
Hy (6.9) the X-realization Ai of Ri ia weIl defined up to isomorphism. We ean choose

Ai of the form. Q(w) or Q(w,St') as in (6.5). Moreover there ia an iaomorphism of dia

grams

since the extension {W"1} is determ.ined by XA. Using this isomorphism t we define the

nice object B in ~ by the condition that t is actually an i80morphism W: A ~ B in ~.

For example bg = b~ in B is given by b~ = Wrb~t31, similarly one gets ß in B.

For a niee object A as in (6.10) we describe the element ß = pA by an equivalence dass

pA = {(ßE,b)} where

(6.12)

k

D = 1: b(Ai ) E G(H2) ~HO'
i=l

ß~ E Ext(H 2 ,cok bg )

ß~ = l~( s 7,h)Ex t (g (S7)' qh)
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A. A.
Here we use the element b(Ai) EG(H 2

1
) S HO 1 given by b(w) or b(w,,o) in (6.5).

Moreover, we use in the formula for ~ the notation in (6.5)(9); the sum runs through all
A. . A.

generators g(ST) of H2
1 and a1l generators h = hr(x) or h = hr in r J; i,j = 1,... ,k]

see (6.5)(3).

From now on we assume that A is a niee object in ~ related to A+ = AlED...ED Ak. We

are going to construct automorphisIDa

(6.13)

which transform b3 = b~ and ß = pA in A into a "normal form" b~ and pB respec

tivley such that W becomes an isomorphism W: A ~ B between niee objects both related

to A+. We shall define t only an eertain basis elements, it is understood that t is the

identity on all the other basis elements.

A
(6.14) Lemma: Let H3

1 f 0 and Al f Q(Sn+3). Then there exists t as in (6.13) such

thai

b~(g(x)) = hr(y)

A
where g(x) is a basis element of H 3 1 and where y is avertex in Al connected with x

by a diagonal {.

Proof: We have b~ (g(x)) = hr(y) + z where z Eker 1A. Now we define W by

Al
~r(hr(Y))= hr(y) + z. In case g(y) ia the generator of H 1 we set Wr(gw-) = gr + z'

Al
with gw- E w- 1 a generator and J.l(z' Q1D 1) =z.
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(6.15) Corollary: Assume Ai *Q(Sn+3) for i = 1, ... ,l and Ai = Q(Sn+3) for

i = l + 1,... ,k. Let A' = Al m... mAL and A" = Al+lm...mAk. Then there exists t

aB in (6.13) such that

BA' AA' A" A _A I
b3 = (b 3 ,b): H 3 = H 3 mH 3 ---+ r = 1~-

A' B A+
where b 3 is defined by A'and where 1b = O. H k = l we get b3 = b 3 .

Proof: Compare (6.5)(5) and use (6.14).

(6.16) Lemma- Assume Ai:f Q(Sn+3) for all i vd assume Al is of Ce form .../r...
s

or ... Te..., then there exists t as in (6.13) such that for pB = {(4,b)}, see (6.12), we

have

4(ST,hr (y)) = 1

if U(ST) is connected with y in Al by a diagonal { and ~(sT,h) = 0 otherwise, com

pare (6.12).

Proof: We set Wr (hr(y)) = l~(ST,h). h where the sum runs ihrough all h = hr(x)

and h = hr in r A. We gei Wr(hr(y)) = hr(y) + z, where z is some element in

A Al Al
Ker 1 . In case g(y) is the generator of H 1 we set t r(g~) = g~ + z I with g~ E ~1

a generator and IJ(ZI ~ 1) = z.

+
Remark: Lemma (6.16) tells us that 4(sT,h) ia equal to ~ (sT,h), see (6.5)(9), for an
basis elements h in eok b3. Hin the above situation Al = Q(w,yo) we can choose an iso

+
morphism W as in (6.13) such that ~(sT,h) = ~ (sr,h) for all basis elements

Al
g(ST) EH 2 and a11 basis elements h in cok b3.
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(6.17) Proposition: Assume Ai f Q(Sn+3) and assume Ai is either cyclic or allietters

sr in Ai have a neighbor ~, i = l""1k. Then A ~ A+ in ~.

Proof. The claim follows inductively from (6.15), (6.16) and the following remark. By

+
(6.15) we can assume that b~ = b~ . By applying (6.16) and the following remark to

each basis element of H~ we get ~ = ~+.

(6.18) Definition: Let A = Q(Sn) or A = Q(w) where w = ... ia a basic word. Letr 1

s(w) = (s7,s;, ... ) and r(w) = (r~,r;, ... ) be defined as in (3.1). Then we define the in

finite tuple T(A) by

{

(m , 0,0 , ... ) if A = Q( Sn),
T(A) - w w w w .

(r 1 ,-s2,r 2 ,-ß 31 ... ) If A = Q(w).

These tuples are ordered lexicographicalIy.

Up to isomorphism in ~ the objects in (6.18) are all objects A in E§ for which X(A)

is indecomposable and nA) = 71/2, see (6.8).

(6.19) Lemma: Let A be a niee objeet in ~ related to Al e A2 and assume

i(A1) = 71/2 = nA2)' For i = 1,2 let gi be the first element of the basis BOAj1 see

(3.4)(4). Then there is an isomorphism t as in (6.13) with

2 1wog = g + x

if and only if T(A1) ~ T(A2). Here x ia a linear eombination of basis elements g in H~

with g f gl.

Proof: (a) Let T(A1) < T(A2). We will construct the isomorphism t explicitely. If

nA1) = 71/2 then we have H1 = 0, r 1 = 11/2 and B1(2) = HO*71/2. Therefore it is
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enough to construct automorphisms t.: H. --t H. compatible with (6.10) a.nd with the
1 1 1

property in the claim since we then simply can choose t rand Ir compatible with (6.10)

B A -1
and define b 3 = trb 3w3 and

We have to consider the diagrams

(1)

(2)

where b2 = b2(A1) mb2(A2) and similarly 1b3 and " have direct sum form. Define

WO(g2) = gl + g2 and let • be the identity on all other generators as uaual. By (6.5)(1)

g1 and g2 are not contained in Im b2. Therefore W is compatible with diagram (1). If

the order of g2 ia greater tha.n the order of g1 we have WO*1l/2 = id a.nd W is compa

tible with diagram (2), too. We are done. We are also done if A2 consists of a single

letter, Le. A2 = Q(M(1l/2
I ,n» OI A2 = Q(Sn). and jf Al = Q(w) with w = I

I
~.

Otherwise let g(8') and g(SIl) be the first elements of the basis B2A1 and B2A2 res

pectively. Change the isomorphism t 2 from the identity by

t 2(g(Sfl)) = 28g(8') + g(8"),

where B = S' - s". We point out that 8 ~ 0 since T(A2) > T(A1). Now t is compatible

with diagram (2). H s > 0 then t is also compatible with diagram (1) and we are done.

In case s = 0 we modify Wo again and so on. This process will tenninate since

T(A2) > T(A1)·

(b) We now assume T(A1) = T(A2). Then Al = A2 and we can define • by

t IHA =idHA + idHA and t IHA = idHA .
21211
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(c) Finally we prove the other direction. Let t be a isomorphism with t og2 = gl + x as

in the claim. This already implies that the order of g2 is greater than or equal to the or

der of gl. H these orders are equal compatibility with diagrams (1) and (2) implies that

the order of g(s') is greater than or equal to the order of g(SIl) and so on. This exactly

means T(Al ) ~ T(A2), compare (6.18).

(6.20) Lemma: Let A be a nice object in ~ related to Al E9 A2 where Ai = Q(wi) for

i = 1,2. Assume wi is abasie word starting with the upper index SI (i). Let gi = g(SI (i))

be the eorresponding basis element of H~. Then there exists an isomorphism t as in

(6.13) with

t 2(g2) = 2Sg1 + y, s = SI(1) - SI(2),

where y is a linear combination of basic elements in H~ different from gl, if and only if

T(DA1) ~ T(DA2), see (6.5)(12).

The proof is exactly the same as in (6.19).

AB a crucial step for the proof of the decomposition theorem we show:

(6.21) Proposition: Let A be a niee object related to Al E9...E9 Ak. Then there is a permu

tation d E Sk such that

A ~ B1E9···E9 BnE9 Au{2n+l)E9···$ A dk

where Bi is a niee object related to Ao{2i-l) $ Ao{2i) for i = 1,... ,n.

f!QQf: (a) We assume that the

1 ~ P ~ m ~ l ~ k.

A.
1

are ordered in the following way, where
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7(Aj ) = 0 = ;(DAj ) for j = 1,.",Pi

;(DAi) = 1l/2 and Ai f Q(Sn+3) for i = p+1, ,m and

;(A.) = 11/2 for i = m+1, ,l and
I

Aj = Q(Sn+3) for i = l+l, ... ,k.
A A' ,

By (6.15) we mayasaume that b 3 = (b 3 ' b) where A = A1ED."EB Aland

A" A A' .
b : Ha ---+ Ker i >---+ r = r where A" = Al+lED."ED Ak. We conslder b as an ele-

ment

(1) b E Hom(H~",Ker i) rg Hom(11k- 1,(1l/2)l-m).

If b = 0 then we have A = B E9 Al+1EB•.•EB Ak, where B ia a realization of AlEB...EB Al'

We can proceed with part (b) below. Otherwise let g(j) = Jl(g(j) ~ 1) be the generator of
i W"

(') ;\.
7(Aj ), j = m+1, ... ,l, and let gal be the generator of HaI , i = l+l''''lk. Then we can

express b by the equations

(2)
l

b(g3(i)) = ~ b.. g(j) , i = l+l,... ,k,
L Jl 7

j=m+1

for suitable bj i E {O,l}.

We recall that there ia an ordering on the Aj' j = m+1,,,.,l, sinee Aj = Q(wj ) or

Aj = Q(Sn) aB in (6.18). Let An' m + 1 ~ n ~ l, be the greatest object with bni f 0 for

at least one index j, l+1 ~ i ~ k. Without 10ss of generality we have bnk f O. Define the

isomorphiam Was in (6.13) by

(3) '3(g~i)) = g~i) + bnig~k), i = l + 1,... ,k-1.

-1
We set b~ = trb~t31 = b~t31 and pB = t*pAw; = pA. Now t: A ---+ B ia an

isomorphism of niee objects related to Al EB ... mAk and for b~ = (b~' ,bB) we have

B {1 i=k
(4) b ni = 0 i *k

and of course b .. = 0, for all l + 1 <i <k, if ;\. > A . Lemma (6.19) and its proof showJl - - J n

that there exists an isomorphism t: B ---+ C aB in (6.13) with
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l
~o(g(n)) = L b~kg(j).

j=m+l

is the first element of BaAr This implies

l
t (g(n)) = \ b~ g(j).
~ ~ L Jk ~

j=m+1

We can choose Ir with

l
(6) ~r(g~n)) = L b~kgV).

j=m+1
C -1

This definea an isomorphism t: B --+ C where b 3 = trb~W31 and pC = t*,IlT; .
We check that b~ = (b~ I ,bC) with

C {1 if i = k C {1 if j = n
(7) b . = and b. k =

nt a if i =F k J 0 if j =F n

Eaeh letter 81' in An has a neighbor {. By lemma (6.15) we therefore may assume that

C A.
ßE (s1',h) = 0 ·if h generates a summand of r J, where j =F n. In addition the map

An An
(8) i A: qr --+ i*qr

*Iqr n

A
is an isomorphism, where qr n ( eok b~. This implies

(9) ß~(S1',h) = a
A

if h ia a basis element of r n and g(s ) a basis element cf H2A., where j =F n.
l' J

This shows that C = B1 ED D where B1 is a niee object related to An ED Ak and D is a

niee object related to Al e A2 ED ... EB An EB ... ED Ak- 1 where we omit An' Inductively we

'split off' further niee obiPcts related to sums A. e A. with m + 1 <J' <l. and
,J.... J 1 - -

l + 1 ~ i ~ k. Eventually b in (1) becomes zero and we can split off the remaining sum-

mands Q(Sn+3). It remains to consider the following case (b).
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(b) Assume k = l) Le. Ai *Q(Sn+3) for each L Let A be a niee object related to

Al fD ..• fD Al' where the ordering of the Ap... ,A l is chosen as at the beginning of part

(a); in addition we assU1De that T(DAp+1) ~ T(DAp+2) ~ ... ~ T(DAm) and

T(Am+1) ~ T(Am+2) 5 ... ~ T(A l) holds, see (6.18).

We may aBsume by (6.15) that b~ = b~+. According to (6.12) we have pA = {(~,D)},
+

where ~ = ~ + d, and where d with p*(d) = 0 ean be expressed as a suro (see

(6.5)(9))

(10) d = ld(sr,h)Ext(g(sr),qh).

By (6.16) we may assume that d(sr,h):f 0 only if g(ST) is the first element of B2Ai'

p + 1 ~ i ~ m, and if h = g~j) or 2h = g~j) respectively is a generator of same r(A),

m + 1 ~ j ~ l. Whenee we see by p*(d) =0 that instead of (10) the element d can be

expressed as a SU1D

d = ~8(sr,gV»)E(g(Sr)' qgV»

where 8(sr,gV» E {O,l} and where E(g(sr)' qgV» is the element Ext(g(sr),qh), resp.

2 Ext(g(sr)qh), in case h = g~j), resp. 2h = g~j). If 8(sr,gV) = 0 for each

g(sr) E H2(Ap+1 EB ... EB Am) we ean splitt off ALso that we only need to consider rea

lizations of Ale ... EB Al-I' Let us assume the eontrary and denote by sP) the first letter

of Ai' P + 1 ~ i ~ m. Then we define q by

q = max {i 18(4i),4l )H 0 and p+l~i~m}.

By (6.20) there exists an isomorphism • with

(11) W2(g(sP») = g(sP» + sei) 8(sP),g7(l». g(4q), p + 1 ~ i ~ q - 1.

Here s(i) ia the quotient of the order cf g(s~q)) and the order of g(sP)). We point out

that t j , j = 0, ••. ,3 differs from the identity only on Hj (Ap+1EB.••EB Am)' We have an iso-
-1

morphism t: A --+ B where the invariant pB = {(~, q,*0 W; )} of B ia given by

,J3 ~+ B .
PE = PE + d Wlth
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tJB (i) (i) _ {I if i = q
(SI ,g1 ) - 'f . J-o 1 1 T q

We point out that ßB = {(4,o)} since v* is trivial on Ap+lEB...EB Am' In addition we

still have b~ = bt+. By (6.19) there exists an i80morphism t: B -+ C with

l
to(g(l)) = ~ tJB(4q),gV))g(j), compare (5).

j=m+1

We can choose Ir with

i
tr(g( l)) = ~ tJB(s~q) ,gV))g~j).

j=m+1
C A+

Now t j differs from the identity only on Hj{Am+1m...m Al)' We still have b 3 = b 3 .

The invariant pe of C satisfies

C C _*-1 C,.A+ C
P = {(PE,W*b .2 )}, where PE =~:E + d and

C (i) (l) {I if i = q C (q) (') {I if j = la (SI ,g ) = and a (SI ,g J ) =
1 0 if i f q 1 0 if j f l.

Again we actually have ,BC = {(ß~,b)} beeause of the special choice of 1IJ. We get

C = BI m D, where BI is a niee object related to Aq mAl and D is a niee objeet rela

ted to the direct sum of the remaining summands. We eontinue to split off niee objeets re-

lated to A'm A" with nDA') =71/2 = nA"). After finitely many steps the remaining

part will decompose into niee objeets related to single summands Ai where we finally use

(6.7). This completes the proof.

(6.22) Remark: We observe that the nice objects B related to sums Al mA2 that oeeur

in the preceding proposition are actually of the form Q{w), where w = aEb is an E-word,

compare (3.1)(3) and (6.5)(10)-{12). We still have to check whether such a B ia decom-

posable or not.
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(6.23) Lemma: Let B =Q(w) where w = afb ia an f-word. Then B is indecomposable

iff conditioDB (i), D(i), (ii) and D(ii) in (3.1)(3) hold.

Proof: Let Al = Q(-a) and A2 = Q(b) 80 that B is a nice object related to

A+ = AIEBA2.

n+3 Al A+
(a) Assume b = ~,i.e. A2 = Q(S ).If H3 =0 we have b3 = O. But by (6.5)(10)

A
we know that b~ f O. Therefore B is indecomp08able. If H 3

1 f 0, i.e Al = Q(-a) with

-a = ... e, we have
r_1 r_k

B Al Al
(1) b3 =(b 3 ,b): 1l. EB 1l.----i r = r

where b~l(g~l» = hr(u(r_k» and b(g~2» EKer 1. Here g~i) generates H~i. We

+ A )
know that b~ = (b 3

1,O). This implies that B ~ A+ if b(g~2) and hr(u(r_k)) are

elements in different summands of r. These two elements lie in the same summand Hf

and-a = er_l

b(g~2)) = 2hr (u(r_I ))

(6.13) by

(2)

r_1 = 1, see (6.5)(5) and (10). In this case we have

and in addition we can choose an isomorphism .: B --+ A+ a.s in

81(b) Assume now b f ~, i.e. A2 = Q(b) and b is a basic word with b = .... Then we

have b~ = b~+ and pB = {(~.b)} = pA+ + {( EE'O)} with (see (6.5)(11»

{
2Ext (g(Sl),qhr(u(r_1))) if Al = Q(r ... ),r_1 = 1

(3) EE = -1
Ext (g(Sl),qhr) other wi se

If EE = 0 we have B = Al EB A2. This ia the case iff SI = 1 and r_1 = 1. To this end

we investigate the properties of an isomorphism t: B --+ Al EB A2. The isomorphism t r

must be the identity since 7J"1 = 11/2· gr' Therefore we get
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{

2hr(u(r_l» if Al = Q(r ...), r_l = 1
wr(p(g e 1» = p(g el) = h th·-1

1" r r 0 erWlse

There are coefficients ~(ST,h) such that tr*(~) = l~(ST,h)Ext(g(ST),qh), see

(6.12). H Al f Q(I''') then by (4) and (6.5)(9) we have

...r {I if h = hr
(5) t'E(sl'h) =

o otherw i se
+

On the other hand we have similarly t;(,8~ ) = l,8i(ST,h)Ext(g(ST),qh) where

(6) ßi(sl,hr)= O.

+
This does not yet mean, however, that B =A+. In fact if Wr*(~) - t;(,8~· ) equals

v*(c) for sorne c E Ext(H2,7Z/2) e HO and if in addition tO*(h) - W;Cb) equals

X 81(c) we still have B ~ A+. Now we show that for sI > 1 such a c cannot exist. For

this we first choose the following representations in terms of generators.

b = lb(I,J)g(l) ~ g(J), see (6.5)(4),

WO*(b) = lbO(I,J)g(l) e g{J) + lbO{I,J) g (I) e g{J),

';Co) = lb2{I,J)g{l) 8 g(J) + }}i"2{I,J)g(I) e g{J), see (6.5)(7), and

Xel{i) = lC{I,J)g(l) e g(J).

If sI > 1 then

(7) g(sl)~(J) is not a multiple of g(sl) e g(J) and the coefficents above satisfy

l)O(sl'J) = 0 = l)2(sl'J), for all J, showing that c cannat exist.

Now assume sI = 1 and Al f Q(1''')' In tms case we first set

c = g(sl)eg(r_1) E Ext(H2,7Z/2) e HO' where the elements g(l) e g(J) form a basis of
A

Ext(H2,7Z/2) e HO and where g(r_l ) denotes the first basis element of HO 1 (also in case

Al = Q(Sn». Then we get v*(c) = Ext(g(sl),qhr ) and

Xe l(c) = 2g(sl) e g(r_1) EG(H2) e HO' We know that the coefficients of b satisfy
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A+
b(sT,r_l ) = 0 for each g(ST) EB 2 ,see (6.5)(8). Moreover if b consists of more than

one letter we know that b(sl'rl ) = 1, where g(rl ) is the first element of BOA2 (also in

case BOAl = 71.). Whence an isomorphism t: B --t A+ would satisfy

(8) Wo g(rl ) = 2g(r_l ) + L

where L ia a linear combination of basis elements different from g(I_l ). Now (8) implies

by a similar proof as in (6.19) that t does not exist if either condition (ii) holds in case

Al = Q( ...) or condition D(i) holds in case Al = Q(Sn), see (3.1)(3). Otherwise V-
r_1

exists.

SI .
Finally we aBsume that A2 = Q( ...) Wlth sI ~ 2 and Al = Q(r")' For Al = Q(l {)

we get B ~ A+. For Al *Q(l{) we know that

(9)
,J3 {2 if h = h(u(r_1))
p,.,(s ,h) =

E 1 0 otherw i se

and by (4) we have ~(sl'h) = ~(Sl'h), for all h, compare (5). Moreover we know

~+ {I if T=-l
(10) E (sr,h(u(r_1))) = 0 otherw i se

Therefore an isomorphism t: B ---+ A+ would satisfy

(11)

By a similar proof as in (6.20) this isomorphism does not exist if D(ii) holds. Otherwise t

exists. This completes the proof.

6.24 Remark: Let ~(2) be the category of 2-local A:-polyhedra, where n ~ 4, see [22],

and let FA:(2) be the full subcategory consisting of objects with finitely generated homo

logy. The indecomposable objects in FA:(2) are in one-one correspondence to those in

decomposable objects in FA3 which have no odd torsion in homology. Uniqueness of de-n

composition holds in FA;(2) by [43]. Therefore uniqueness holds in FA~ as well, where

we use (6.3). Now the proof oI (3.9) is complete.
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